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“There is no greater agony than bearing an untold story inside you.” — Maya Angelou

For the young, healthy, purpose-driven, and mobile, it’s easy to look off into the perceived distant future and dismiss
what we cannot imagine: so-called (gasp!) old age. But, beyond the cultural, we have an *ethical* responsibility to
look at the hard truths of our aging population, and ask ourselves not only what the numbers and statistics reveal, but
what the reality of our aging population looks like — the hard questions.

Used with permission by @kekiviolet

What does the world looks like for an elderly person who suffers from a chronic, debilitating, incapacitating ailment,
who experiences the world from one room, one chair, one bed? What are the mechanisms at play that create the
conditions of isolation, which, in turn, lead to alienation, disconnection, and eventually, loneliness? And, further,
what can we do to make the lives of our home-bound elders better?

Statistics reveal, only three percent of senior citizens reside in nursing homes. That leaves millions of home-bound
seniors living on their own, struggling to feed, bathe, clothe themselves, and nurse their own — often
life-threatening — infirmities. Recently, the National Council on Aging found that 75 percent of seniors have two or
more chronic health care concerns, many of whom are partially or completely immobilized by them. Conditions
ranging from Age-related Macular Degeneration to COPD, render some seniors home-bound, chair-bound, and
bed-bound. (NCOA)

https://www.ncoa.org/news/resources-for-reporters/get-the-facts/healthy-aging-facts/


Used with permission by @chiwan

“Regarding health impacts, several recent studies have found that loneliness is a risk factor for decreased resistance
to infection, cognitive decline and conditions such as depression and dementia.” The Hill

While society considers isolation a condition, in many ways, isolation acts as a *contagion*, echoing the pathways
of the six-linked chain of infection. Like infection, isolation infiltrates an otherwise healthy organism, taking root
invisibly. It might begin with one ailment or operation, hip replacement surgery, for instance, which results in a
bed-bound elderly patient. Being bed-bound often results in bed sores: open wounds, reservoirs for any number of
opportunistic pathogens.

https://thehill.com/opinion/healthcare/410500-loneliness-is-an-emerging-public-health-threat


A few treatments of antibiotics for infected bed sores leaves the urinary tract compromised, leading to Urinary Tract
Infection. The antibiotics often cause severe drowsiness, a depletion of healthy stomach flora which leads to
stomach upset, resulting in a lack of appetite, loss of energy, inertia, malaise, depression, and so on. Family, friends,
and loved ones, while sympathetic, are uncomfortable, often, repulsed, around the sights and smells of the elderly —
they stop calling and visiting. The chain of isolation begins.

Used with permission by @naroush82



In many ways, isolation also operates in the same ways infection does: it infiltrates the host, takes over silently,
insidiously. Whereas infection causes the destruction of the *physical* self, isolation causes the dissolution of the
*social* self: family, friends, loved ones, eventually, become ghosts.

When You Are Old
By William Butler Yeats

When you are old and grey and full of sleep,
And nodding by the fire, take down this book,
And slowly read, and dream of the soft look
Your eyes had once, and of their shadows deep;

How many loved your moments of glad grace,
And loved your beauty with love false or true,
But one man loved the pilgrim soul in you,
And loved the sorrows of your changing face

And bending down beside the glowing bars,
Murmur, a little sadly, how Love fled
And paced upon the mountains overhead
And hid his face amid a crowd of stars.

It’s a human foible to retreat from elders who – for one reason or another – are physically, psychologically, or
physiologically compromised. It’s not, necessarily, a lack of compassion, but a lack of empathy, resulting from,
among other things, the worship of youth-driven capitalism. We no longer admire, revere or seek guidance or solace
from our elders: instead, let’s admit, as a society, we recoil from them.

Used with permission by @cotton_eyed_doug

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43283/when-you-are-old
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“Research shows older adults who feel lonely are at greater risk of memory loss, strokes, heart disease and high
blood pressure. The health threat of loneliness is similar to that of smoking 15 cigarettes a day, according to AARP.
Researchers say that loneliness and isolation are linked to physical inactivity and poor sleep, as well as high blood

pressure and poor immune functioning.” — NPR

We now know, there’s a direct correlation between loneliness – a byproduct and/or result of isolation – and disease.
One of the main components in the lead-up to isolation is purposelessness. In the same way a flower cannot blossom
without the sun, a human being, without purpose, withers. Without the spark of imagination, without the spark of
beauty to light the daily facts of things, possibilities dwindle, as do feelings — of grace, elevation, harmony — and
a human being loses hope. Beauty and hope walk hand in hand. Van Gogh knew this, W.B. Yeats knew this, Frida
Kahlo, Langston Hughes, John Coltrane, Diane Arbus — artists know, practice, and live by this.

https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/01/01/506724900/easing-old-peoples-loneliness-can-help-keep-them-healthy
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14cB7k5NYw3YRDtLQ2ftnMF/distant-beauty-how-van-gogh-bent-japanese-art-to-his-own-will
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/43283/when-you-are-old
https://www.allure.com/story/frida-kahlo-exhibit
https://www.allure.com/story/frida-kahlo-exhibit
https://www.flickr.com/photos/hidden-in-the-open/4841295679
http://www.thejazzrecord.com/records/2017/2/27/john-coltrane-ballads
https://www.nytimes.com/2005/03/11/arts/design/the-profound-vision-of-diane-arbus-flaws-in-beauty-beauty-in.html


The Living Beauty

W. B. Yeats, 1865 – 1939

I’ll say and maybe dream I have drawn content—
Seeing that time has frozen up the blood,
The wick of youth being burned and the oil spent—
From beauty that is cast out of a mould
In bronze, or that in dazzling marble appears,
Appears, but when we have gone is gone again,
Being more indifferent to our solitude
Than ’twere an apparition. O heart, we are old,
The living beauty is for younger men,
We cannot pay its tribute of wild tears.

Used with permission by @chakeres

https://m.poets.org/poetsorg/poem/living-beauty
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“The key element is that the classes teach a skill, rather than simply asking someone to construct a pre-made kit;
they push for mastery instead of busywork.” — Artsy

https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-wellness-movement-empowering-older-adults-artists


Used with permission by @shiveringgoat

“A training program in which patients walk while listening to regular beats can improve the velocity and cadence of
Parkinson’s disease patients, while reducing their risk of falling, a study shows.” — Parkinson’s News Today

https://parkinsonsnewstoday.com/2018/07/26/beat-learning-walk-music-reduces-falls-parkinsons-patients/


“When you put headphones on dementia patients and play familiar music, they come alive. Music is like an anchor,
grounding the patient back in reality.” — Medical News Today

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/321677.php
https://parkinsonsnewstoday.com/2018/07/26/beat-learning-walk-music-reduces-falls-parkinsons-patients/
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Despite the growing research demonstrating the healing effects of Art practices, therapies, and interventions – for
the most part – Art in this country is still associated with recreation. Beyond therapy, the practice of Art asMedicine
is making inroads in Museums and senior living facilities and community centers, in this country, as well as abroad.
Recent studies show how living with purpose and purpose-driven Art programs for Seniors led to fewer visits to the
doctor, fewer medications, a decrease in loneliness and depression, higher morale, and more social activity (see here,
here, here, and here.) Recent studies also show how museums may have an analgesic effect, helping to lessen the
sensation of pain.

So the next time you visit your elderly parent, aunt, or loved one, bring them a poster of Matisse’s Dance, a video of
The Lion King, a set of drums to play along with them, an iPod with a playlist of their favorite songs. Don’t just pay
your elder loved one a visit, pay them respect, pay them attention— pay it forward. Bring watercolors, a canvas, an
easel, bring them a magnetic poetry kit and work together to find the words for their longing and loneliness, work
with them to light the dreams still burning in their hearts, work with them to write the story of their lives they've
always talked about writing. Ease their loneliness, and help keep them healthy. Your future self will thank you.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/british-doctors-may-soon-prescribe-art-music-dance-singing-lessons-180970750/
https://www.cnn.com/2018/11/12/health/ikigai-longevity-happiness-living-to-100-wisdom-project/index.html
https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-wellness-movement-empowering-older-adults-artists?utm_medium=email&utm_source=13582292-newsletter-editorial-daily-06-15-18&utm_campaign=editorial&utm_content=st-V
https://well.blogs.nytimes.com/2016/03/07/using-the-arts-to-promote-healthy-aging/
https://www.bostonglobe.com/opinion/letters/2018/05/13/the-arts-antidote-loneliness/mm6HwoNDa9PVmt1Ud3K2QP/story.html
https://www.theskanner.com/news/northwest/26979-black-seniors-create-artworks-around-family-soul-food-recipes
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-pain-distraction/art-tours-tied-to-easing-of-chronic-pain-idUSKBN1L22AJ
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/01/01/506724900/easing-old-peoples-loneliness-can-help-keep-them-healthy
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Resources & Reading :

Healthy Aging Facts, National Council on Aging
Loneliness is an emerging public health threat, By Dr. Jonathan Fielding, opinion contributor, The Hill, 10/09/18
Easing Old People’s Loneliness Can Help Keep Them Healthy, By Anna Gorman, NPR, 1/1/17
The Wellness Movement That’s Proving It’s Never Too Late to Become an Artist, By Abigail Cain, Artsy, 6/14/18
Using the Arts to Promote Healthy Aging, By Jane E. Brody, New York Times, Well Blog, 3/7/16
The arts as an antidote to loneliness, Letters Section, By Matt Wilson, Executive Director, MASSCreative, Boston
Globe, Opinion Letters, 5/14/18
Black Seniors Create Artworks Around Family Soul Food Recipes, The Skanner News, 5/30/18
Aging: What’s Art Got To Do With It? By Barbara Bagan, PhD, ATR-BC, Today’s Geriatric Medicine
Art tours tied to easing of chronic pain, By Lisa Rapaport, Reuters, 8/17/18
British Doctors May Soon Prescribe Art, Music, Dance, Singing Lessons, By Meilan Solly, 11/8/18
Doctors can soon prescribe visits to Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, By Brendan Kelly, 11/11/18
Langston Hughes, Gender and Sexuality Student Services, University of Illinois
Distant beauty: How Van Gogh bent Japanese art to his own will, By William Cook, BBC, 3/20/18
The Profound Vision of Diane Arbus: Flaws in Beauty, Beauty in Flaws, By Michael Kimmelman, New York Times,
3/11/05
What I Learned About Beauty From Frida Kahlo, By Catherine Quinn O,Neill, Allure, 5/8/15
Balanced Beauty: John Coltrane Quartet – “Ballads”, The Jazz Record, 2/27/17
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